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Swarthmores President
Bartol Foundation And
Chicago U Man To

Speak
Chalmers

The speakers for the inauguration of Gordon K Chalmers are
prominent in scientific and educational circles Dr Aydelotte the
primary speaker of the ceremonies is an especially fitting person
for the position for many reasons
He is president of Swarthmore college a small school high in scholarship and financial rating The
present standing of Swarthmore is
almost entirely due to the efforts
of Dr Aydelotte When he went to
Swarthmore in 1921 to take over
the duties of president Dr Aydelotte found the school in fair condition and general good standing
Through his introduction of the
sys em
school jsi t1
what many educators consider the
highest scholarship rating of any
school of its type in America It
is now as financially stable as any
school one can find This fine work
of Dr Aydelotte gives him a unique
position in the small college system and makes him an ideal man
for the part he will have in the
coming inauguration here at Kenyon Besides his position as President of Swarthmore he is a personal friend of Kenyons new president and the two have cooperated
in many ways Many of the faculty
here on the Hill are also personal
friends of Dr Aydelotte as they
visited Swarthmore in a body four
years ago
Another important speaker of
the day will be Dr W F Swann
Dr Swann is head of the Bartol
Continued on Page 6

Calling All Cars
There will be a number of
distinguished
college
visitors
presidents and representatives
in Gambicr for the inauguration
of President Chalmers on October 23 We want these visitors
to learn at first- hand of the real
Konyon hospitality
made famous by he Centennial
Our
guests must be transported to
the Hill from the railroad stations at Gambier and ML Vernon and in a few cases from
Newark and Mansfield The Inauguration Committee is DEPENDING on Konyon men to
help in this important part of
the ceremony If you have a car
presentable
and are willing
to help please register your
willingness with George Shaffer
who can tell you something of
lie possible arrangements to
prevent financial loss to students participating
Hopefully yours
GEORGE P SHAFFER

available
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the looking glass house
The American Guernsey Cattle
Club of Peterborough New Hampshire is exhibiting at the National
Dairy Show at Columbus Ohio October 9 to 16
Alice a purebred
Guernsey cow in a looking glass
house to show just what a good
cow should look like also present
are Tweedledee Humpty Dumpty
the King and Queen the White
Rabbit and Black Kitten
Alices feminine head and clear
neck her refined shoulder strong
back and loin long level rump
good tail setting all marks of a
good dairy cow are clearly reflected in the looking glasses as are
also her great body capacity with
plenty of room to change large
quantities of roughage into health
giving milk Alice has a streamlined Guernsey udder easy to milk
and showing plenty of capacity but
well attached forward and in the
rear Large meaty udders are in
disrepute as they are subject to injury and infection
Alice is the type of dam from
which herd sires may be purchased
with confidence that the herd will
continue to improve in type and
production
7
iho front of Ali- e fire two
Guernsey nniK cans imported from
the Island of Guernsey These milk
cans are continually bubbling with
milk The Guernsey Island milk
cans are quite in contrast with the
small top milk pails used in this
country On the Island the same
milk cans are used for many years
Continued on Page 6

JRDMEN TO FLY

COMPETE OCT 16
INTERCompetitive

CLUB MEET
flying has become

so much a part of Kenyon airmens
blood that rather than wait until
the next intercollegiate flying meet
can be organized and participated
in members of the Kenyon Flying
Club have organized an Inter- club
meet to be held at the Kenyon Port
on Saturday
October 16th The
teams selected by Mr Don Gretzer to be as evenly balanced as
possible will be made up of live

men each
Events will be similar to those
occurring in the regular intercollegiate meets There will be competition in a 180 degree and a 360
degree spot landing bomb dropping and paper si raffing Scoring
will be made on the basis of team
scores
nil her
than
individual
scores
The teams drawn up are as follows all are members of the Kenyon club
Lieurance
Boren
2 L Henderson
Elliott
seller
Sonen field

1
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BY DR

WEIST

At the instigation of Dr Chalmers and Mortimer Cook PresiMr
dent of the Kenyon Singers
Weist Professor of Greek and Latin will direct a greater Kenyon
Glee Club this coming year This
organization
properly known as
the Kenyon Singers was recruited
of Dr
under the supervision
Charles T Burner shortly after
his arrival on the Hill Because of
Dr Burners increasing responsibilities the Singers for the last two
years have been trained by Ogden
H Wintermute
and Gene Taylor
of the Mt Vernon Public Schools
Department of Music
Mr Weist aided by Mr Camp
who has long directed the financial affairs of the chorus promises
a
good
but yet unsophisticated
repetoire Gilbert and Sullivan
light laughing airs beloved to all
good
audiences folk- songs all
music but still not highbrow will
be offered by a chorus
of welltrained natural voices
Mr Weist most unassuming yet
pleased by his appointment claims
o- ganr
on as V
that such
Kenyo Singers should boast men
interested in singinig even though
each individual may not possess
a solo voice
All I require is that
a man has a voice capable
of
holding the pitch He need not be
able to read music
said the new
director
Try- outs for the Singers were
held in Philo Hall last Friday
Many men were welcomed to demonstrate their abilities and rehear
als will soon be under way Any
aspiring accompanist should contact Mr Weist as a student accompanist is a vital member of the
horus
Already plans have been laid for
one trip away from the Hill as
well as one home concert Other
trips are on the fire as are radio
broadcasts The Singers will assist the choir in rendering the Inauguration service of President
Chalmers

n
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MEET MISS HICKIN

XO 4

In their first regular session of
the current year active members
of Nu Pi Kappa honorary literary
society of the college elected Fritz
Doepke Tom Sawyer and Dick
Olin to manage their affairs for STBS Committees were named to plan
programs for every third Sunday
of the year and to arrange for banquets
For the most part papers are to
be read on any subject within the
field of Arts both by students and
by faculty members The purpose
of the society is to keep an interest in current happenings in Arts
and to provide for considerable
student expression
Dr Chalmers and Dr Ransom
have been invited to join the group
and many new men have been proposed for membership
On Sunday evening at 730 Mr
Stuart McGowan will present to
the new members the history of Nu
Pi Kappa
Newly elected members are
Millar Dickson Clements Pringle Trelevan
Curtiss
Stevens
Douglas Christian Grinnell Du
nber
Grii LenOi Weir
Skinner Justice Listug Stacey
Borges G Chubbuck MacDowell
Lowell

that

the
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ACTION OF
DRAMA PLAY
UNUSUAL
Portrays
Struggle Against
Yellow Fever

Yellow Jack

Date

October 27

Not many weeks hence the
Kenyon Dramatic Club will
present through the Department of Speech
Yellow
of real
historical
drama
Jack

In recent
life happenings
years those who follow the
drama have noted that many
plays of an historical character have occupied a successful
position on the American and
Among the
English stage
purely historical plays seen
during the last few seasons

have been Elizabeth The Queen
Mary of Scotland
Richard II
and Henry V Tn a more or less
Mstinguis- hed fashion our own diimatists performed a recent plav
with economic historical theme
Yellow Jack
Amaco
follows
out this trend toward historical
presentation still further by using
PRESIDENTS WIFE
characters from real life who were
TO JUDGE POETRY engaged in the pioneer struggle
against Yellow Fever in the tropics
The play will be acted on a stage
Roberta S Chalmers wife of
best
described as a modern apKenyons president has been apContinued on Page 6
pointed a member of a jury to consider candidates for the Shelley
Memorial Award of 1937 The jury AMATO ELECTED
is sponsored by The Poetry SocieFROSH PRESIDENT
ty of America Other members of
In the meeting of the class of 41
the jury are Dr Elias Lieberman
principal of Thomas Jefferson High Friday October 1 Chuck Amato of
School Brooklyn and Dr Howard
South Leonard was elected presiBaker of Harvard University
of the Freshmen Taking 36
dent
The jury will name an American
of
the 90 votes he piled up a subpoet with reference to his genius
and need to receive the annual in- stantial lead over the rest of the
come from a trust fund established field The other officers were as
by Mary P Sears
follows Dave Feagans vice president Bud Channel secretary and
AND FERGiE
treasurer and Dick Stevens serge-

THEY WORK THAT WE MAY READ
Among

WHY

13 1937

TO HEAD NU Pi

TO BE DIRECTED

K

COMMONS

FRITZ DQEPKE

KENYON SINGERS

You remember Alice in Wonderland and how she went to live in

SPEAKERS HERE

equipment

urn

w

ALICE GUERNSEY
TO DO STRIP- TEASE

BRI NGS NOTED

best
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personalities

new men meet on the Hill are

Miss Ilickin head librarian
and
Mr Ferguson assistant Few men

cerrealize their responsibilities
tainly a great many appreciate the
attention that their needs are
given
Although the library seems comparatively small it is unbelievable
that so much work can be connected wilh its functioning Someone
recently seeing only four or five
men in the reading rooms asked
Miss Hickin how she made use of
Rose
Legg
her spare time Could that person
Doig
Nichols
have known the amount of work
What has come lo be almost as connected with preparing a book
much a part or the meet as the for circulation or even checking
events themselves will be a club out a book he certainly would not
party and barbecue to be held in have asked such a question
the evening following the flying
There is no time for knitting or
activil v
reading for Miss Hickin and cer

antatarms

When asked if he had any statement to make President Amato
tainly no time for the students said he could be quoted as saying
employed at the library to browse We of the Freshman class hardly believe that we are much betor catch up on sleep or study
Detailed records are kept of cir- ter first year men than the class of
culation and attendance and every 10 And we certalinly displayed
student has a card of his own up- this fact at the cane rush
on which are recorded the call
numbers of every book he checks
Reocrdsng
out of the library But circulation
and attendance
are only minor
Effective immediately the hours
items compared with the work of for making phonograph
records on
selecting and ordering books
Monday
evening
changed
are
There is more to putting new
books in the stacks than just mov- Whereas they have been from 7
ing them there from the office to 10 oclock the hours will now bo
Cards must be typed for the files from 8 to 1030
to which students have access as
This change is made so as to alwell as for other files at the desk
low Freshmen on study hour to
There must be a record made of
make records at the later hour It
the cost of the book its publisher
should be noted that the studio will
the dates of order and receipt
be kept open for as long after
Then cards and pockets must be
1030 as there is demand
Continued on Page 6
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have alreadv broken fast since
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through the October
a walk
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Two
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t
ir in il vt no
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Ohio as
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gins scratching it Hey now I call
to him what goes on here This is
THE COMMONS
quite unlike your usual clever self
Appuriiir in TIIK Old FA I A X columns to lay is a letter Well says Pango rationalizing his
siyncd by approximately one- half of the upper- classmen The rash action I just got a dose of
lmily of the letter is a series of questions dealinir with The nostalgia Nostalgia I say that is
too bad Pango and my
ominous In fact the first question asked by these students is indeed
voice drips commiseration
Why is Ieiree Hall called the Commons
To us Ieiree Hall was constructed and given to the ColYes says Pango I am rather unleee for the sole purpose of providing a suitable and presentset by it all Its not a thing Ive
able diniiiir hall and club for Kenyon men Xo doubt this same been accustomed to Never had it
before and all that Right at this
idea was in the minds of those students who ask the question
I know that Pango has been
point
oma
is
not
Hall
loe- ically then we can deduct that Ieiree
foreign literature again I
reading
cob
to
the
belonging
inous any longer but rather a building
am particularly chagrined at him
a snow place aim noiiimg more
leg
because I remember distinctly that
The Commons is the one building on the Hill to which I forbade him to read foreign litstudents should feel free to go at any time and enjoy all of its erature during chapel And I know
Any restraint offered them defeats the purpose of he was all right before chapel
facilities
t hat
building in the eyes of the students THE COLLEGIAN when I said good- morning to him
I remember that he did
believes that the management of The Commons has set it- But thenstrange
a
retort When I said
make
elf up as a dictator making its own regulations prohibiting good- morning
Pango
retorted
students from exercising their prerogatives obtained through pootang to you
o
the payment of a Commons Fee and that management should
be made to understand that the building is for student use
Well I finally say what do you
and not a building which is forboding in atmosphere and reg- do for this nostalgia I just think
how happy I am says Pango then
ulations
of
food start studying my valence table for
The signers of the letter indicate their disapproval
chemistry But it doesnt do any
served in the Commons They do not complain of the quality good Listen I say being both senf the food served but rather that the cooking and planning of vere and generous what you need
the meals is not of the standard they can expect for the fee is a party to put pep in your mopaid They question the vitamin balance of the meals THE tor Ive got a lot of pep says PanCOLLEU TAN does not pretend to be a dietitian but we as go on the defensive just wine me
up
watch me go Here I say
students do question the same however we have made an ac- takeand
this quarter and find a party
curate record of the menus served and shall submit them to a And that is the last I have seen
Regardless of whether of both of them but I know that
professional dietitialn for criticism
or not THE COLLEGIAN is qualified to criticise the vitamin sometime Pango will come back
balance no one can question the fact that platters of food have to me
o
been sent back to the kitchen untouched because of inadeThoughts
while
running crossquate cooking or preparation
country for dear old
There are
Students of Kenyon College are passive They have talk- plenty of bon mots faux pas etc
Until now left over from last Saturday night
ed of the Commons situation for many months
they have done nothing about it Their factual questions de- for spicy table talk but not a jot
to print
mand an answer and satisfaction
o

FROM
THE
MORGUE
The other day I picked tip a Collegian dated October 17 1919 As I
glanced through its pages I came
across an article with the heading
You Are A Freshman
The article was not one in which the
Freshmen were told what to do or
as not one that
not to do It
razzed and kidded the Frosh about
various tilings But instead it laid
before them an outlook on their
future years at Kenyon The last
paragraph impressed me most and
so Ill pass it on to you Freshmen
hoping that some of you may benefit by it
Quote
Unfortunately you are
a Freshman and may perhaps refuse to consider your first year at
Kenyon seriously Truly this is a
misfortune and when you have
reached your years of discretion
you will look back a sadder if not
a wiser man on the days that drew
no interest
Freshmen I believe that this
one paragraph explains completely
the way you should feel towards
Kenyon Iet your first year at Ken

LETTERS

Why Yes Pango

KENYON COLLEGIAN
ill

If the inauguration

here October

yon be a serious one If you dont 23
isnt the biggest affair ever held
you shall always regret it Perthis side of the Alleghenies all we
haps you will have to change your have to
blame is the weather
whole character to fit this new
o
world into which you have just enDr Weist comments that you
tered Perhaps you may not like cant smoke and sing at the same
our ideas and ideals which we time Heck That means
that Ill
have here Perhaps you dont want have to stop smoking when
take
to he measured on a new standard
my biannual shower
you
If
dont then you are to be
o
I

pitied Kenyons ideals are the finest ideals there are and you are
going to be liked only if you like
those ideals You will be gauged
on what you do and on how you
like Kenyon not by boasting or
empty promises
So boys in passing let me say
this Kenyon is a bank In this
bank we want you to invest your
knowledge personality morals and
entire character In return you
shall receive great dividends Dividends that will in time guide your
entire life That life may be either
successful or a failure depending
upon you If you will give Kenyon
your best and make it a serious
year instead of wasting it you will
like Kenyon a lot If you dont you
may as well quit today and forget
college Tins is your first year
Freshmen and you only get four
of them so make it worthwhile

Quartet
singing
Come Forth
Like a Fairy so light and so airy
and ramble oer my upper- lip so
gay First tenor Devine second
tenor
Asher baritone
Wuerdman bass Pango
o

people are beginning to
wonder if G W Gulick filled the
gas tank of his Ford with beans
instead of petrol
Some

o

Im rough tough and nasty says
Stumpy Feagans the V- Prex of the
frosh class Ive got seven firey
nostrils and holes bored for more
but after a week- end in Chicago
I certainly felt important
in Al
Cahalls history class
o

The Otterbein girls have a tough
enough line to stop the Kenyon
men even if their team doesnt
And what a fast backfield

no responsibility for views expressed In
The COLLilllAN assumesEditor
must be signed The writers name
to
iu the
iui
this column
will be withheld on refiuest
i-

i-

To the Editor of the Kenyou

Collegian
Dear Sir
We are somewhat at a loss how
to present this material in a suitable manner we dont feel able to
take it to the President in his office we cant interview each member of the Board of Trustees we
cant beard the lioness in her den
So we are asking you to print this
letter in the next issue of our college paper in hopes that these
facts may be read even perused
by all concerned
Mr Editor in order to be as
brief and concrete as possible we
have compiled a factual list pertinent to the subject in the form of
questions This subject has been
on the tongues of all students for
the past three weeks
1
Why is Peirce Hall called the
Commons
2
Why does the College Catathe north wing of
logue state
the Commons offers to the student
the facilities of p ine college
club
3
Why is the student orchestra
prohibited from using the lounge
in the north wing for rehearsals
4
Why are students prohibited
from singing in that north wing
Fettig
COLLEGIAN THIRTEEN
between the hours of 530 and

600
5
Why do bachelor professors
who do not have the facilities of a
home find the doors of the second
floor lounge locked to them for in-

formal seminars
6
Why do employees of the
Commons take precedence over
For instance why was
students
a bookkeeper given prior right in
the use of the second floor lounge
when they wanted to listen to the
radio broadcast of the coronation
7 Why is Dr
Larwill prohibited the use of the piano in making
phonograph records
8
Why are the French classes
deprived of the use of the private
dining hall for a French Table
9
Why is a charge made for
playing billiards when the excuse
of having to pay for table tops in
long worn out
10 Why are students of Art forbidden the use of the third floor
washroom
11
Why is the ping- pong room
no longer a place of recreation but
a storeroom
12 Why did the Senior Table
last Friday taste its food leave en
masse and retire to the Coffee
Shop
13 Why was the Coffee Shop
swelled beyond capacity last Friday night by others who followed
suit
14 Why cannot fish be served
free from scales and served in a
manner comparable to an ordinary
restaurant
not raw
15
Why does the Commons
management have the audacity to
charge seventy- five cents for a
meal such as was served last Friday night from which one- fourth
of the student body walked out
1G
Why is a dollar charged for
Sunday dinner in the Commons
which is not comparable to a seventyfive
cent meal in the Alcove a
profit- making organization
17 Why does a supposedly professional dietician serve poached
eggs for breakfast and creamed
eggs for luncheon and call It a balanced diet
18 Why is lettuce served as the
sole vegetable four times a week
19 Why was Sunday morning

the students favorite
meal shortened by fifteen minutes
when the enrollment in college has
increased
20 Why isnt food in the Commons served in a manner comparable to cooking received in our
homes
21
Why isnt the Coffee Shop a
congenial center for student companionship
WHY IS
Again Mr Editor
PEIRCE HALL CALLED THE

breakfast

COMMONS

Sincerely
Hugh Lawrence
Hrent A Tozzer
Frank lOurick Doepke
Frederick W
David W Jasper
JT
II Raker
Stuart W Rose
F Harshman Miller
Robert W Nicholson
Joseph P Devine Jr
Ilk- hard M Patterson
U E Ellis
J O Long
Harold Sparks Jr
Charles D Nichols
Richard L Shorkey
George Dennewitz
Howard Adams
Ed W Oerrish
Joseph W Viner Jr
Lawrence H Kenyon
Herman R Ascher Jr
Don McNeill
Tom Sawyer Jr
Hairy A Koegler Jr
Merrill Manz Jr
James S Heath
Gordon M Reeder
John C Chandler
Eric Hawke
K Vernon Jenkins

D W Alliee
Allen D Gage
Morton R Cook

William Elliott
N F Lieurance
W Eagon
Howard Morgan
S W Stowell
Allan Vaughn
Kenneth Gass
Ralph Jiroeh
Bob S Wuedeman
Jay Ehlfi
Skip Wright
George Pryor
C W Henderson
G

Preparations for the inaugural
ceremonies are proceeding rapidly
About sixty colleges and universities have already signified their intention to be represented and the
presidents of many of them will
be in the academic procession one
week from next Saturday
The committee in charge of arrangements say that the COLLEGIAN was over- pessimistic last week
about the opportunities for student participation in the exercises
We think of this as distinctly a
college occasion
said Dr Gould
and we want as much participation as possible by every Kenyon
man Delegates and others who
have been invited are looked upon
as guests of the entire institution
and we are sure that every student
and faculty member will consider
each one of them as in a way his
personal guest Only the physical
limitations of Rosse Hall prevent
us from giving a blanket invitation
to all members of the college community and to all alumni to be
present at every function on the
program When it is known how
many delegates will attend the
morning session the remaining
space will be allotted to students
alumni and others closely connected with the college and we hope
to have accommodations for a reasonable number If there appears
to be sufficient need amplifiers
wil be installed
in Philo Hall
where all who cannot find room in
Rosse Hall will be able to hear
the proceedings at long range We
hope there will be room for all who
wish to attend the afternoon session The luncheon and the reception are intended to bring together
students alumni faculty and all
invited guests There will probably
be enough tickets to supply all the
alumni who request them and
there is a general invitation for
all students to attend both aairs

THE KENYON COLLEGIAN

ALL

AMERICA
RATINGS
By Christy Walsh

Out of every corner of the
gridiron map words of praise
p a y e rs
for outstanding
flashed this week from footand
officials
ball writers
coaches on whose expert recommendation the weekly ratingsrare
determined More
than fifty reports reached the
AH America Board many of
them confidential desiring no
1

mention of the senders name
From this array o convincing information it is no easy task to select ten names and eliminate the
balance but the others if their
good work continues will appear
in this column very soon
The following ten players the
second group names for 1937 have
been certified as candidates for the
All America team and will receive
the customary Card of Merit
HART MAN

oV

Georgia Fulbaek Called by Ed
A
Atlanta Georgian
Danforth
rarity in football a triple- threat
athlete
this monster
fullback
smashed the line averaged 45
yards on kicks tossed strikes to
his pass receivers and backed up
the forward wall against South
Carolina in a manner to make him
a favorite for No 1 ranking in
1937 Dixie football
PIN GEL

Michigan State Halfback Tossing passes with abandon but always true to the mark this triplethreat ace was the key- man in a
fought
see saw victory
close
against a determined ancient enemy With no end of nerve and nonchalance he side- stepped charging
Wolverines surveyed his moving
target whipped the ball unerringly to the spot and proved a continesual demoralizing influence
pecially when Michigan had a temporary lead
HOLLAND

CornelUE- nd Inspiring his underdog teammates to overturn the
fourteen year Colgate jinx Brud
Holland scored three touchdowns
in the last quarter two of them
on end- around play He was a
smashftfi

jjistjsppable

ballc- arrying

wingmanviwhose ragged figure
dominated every important play of
the game Holland is the first end
to receive a Card of Merit this season

ANDREWS
Sharing
Halfback
Nebraska
stellar honors with several of his
teammates who scoffed at Minnesothis
tas five year victory reign
driving halfback with the baseball
arm made Nebraskas scoring possible by his amazing forward passing He received a Card of Merit
for his all around excellence

McCarthy
Notre Dame Halfback
This
shifty heady halfback played a
bang- up
game on defense
He
tossed timely passes that netted
touchdowns and provided the high

light thriller of the afternoon with in a
Hoosiers football machine
an So yard touchdown run from
that easily defeated Center Colscrimmage
McCarthy rates All lege The losers failed to play the
America consideration
game brand of football expected
MARKOV
but the tireless battering of fullWashington
Tackle Weighing back Davis was enough to dis212 pounds
this husky lineman courage an even better foe
shoved his Trojan opponents in all
WASKOWITZ
directions Royal Brougham Seat
Washington Halfback Staging a
tie Post Intelligencer wires that
finished exhibition of early season
Markov has been the best lineman
passing this husky captain fur
on the field in both Washington
nished the inspiration and the opto
victories
date He is a fast
teamcharger smart player and a fine portunity that enabled his
mates to white- wash the visitors
defensive tackle especially under
from Iowa in a hardfought game
pressure
Forward- passing like pitching in
HUSTON
baseball invariably improves as
Oregon Guard The accurate toe the
schedule gets under way but
the perfect poise and the coordi Waskowitz already appears to be
nation of mind and muscle as ex in mid- season condition
emplified by left guard Joe Hus
CHAPMAN
ton proved to be the end of StanCalifornia
Halfback Linefords domination over Oregon and
game No 13 in their series brought smashing aerial offense wide end
a long anticipated victory to the runs and fumbles featured St
determined players from the north- Marys crushing defeat by Califorwest Hustons conversion of the nia but Sam Chapmans educated
extra point after touchdown proved toe demonstrated that kicking is
again that a good kicker is indis- still an important factor in the
game of football Chapman repensable to a good team
ceives a Card of Merit for his exROGERS
kicking and special comcellent
M Halfback After
Texas A
dethree hard periods of up- hill foot- mendation for his workmanlike
play
fensive
ball with every indication of deMARSHALL
feat the Texas Aggies defeated
Vanderbilt Quarterback Making
Manhattan in the closing period
Rogers brilliant halfback was the his varsity bow sophomore Bert
key man in the winning drive His Marshall sloshed and slipped his
line bucking spinning open- field way to first- string importance on
running and great competitive spi- a muddy field against the Wildcats
rit supplied the spark of final of Kentucky and established himvictory
self as Vanderbilts probable threat
for the balance of the season Ob
H ALL
Brown Halfback Pounding away ervers liked the way he handled
at the line of a sturdy foe blocking himself under adverse going and
holes in the defensive line taking his presence had a definite influ
out tacklers for his own teammates ence on his teammates whenever
and delivering two touchdowns at he was in the lineup
the end of sustained marches and
DOUGHERTY
well executed plays Hall was the
Santa Clara Center A pivot man
outstanding player against one of in every sense of the word defen
the best defensive teams seen in sively offensively mentally and in
the east this season
spirationally this alert and shifty
center was outstanding in a hard
SIVAK
New York University Halfback fought game between ancient riv
Paced by two sensational team- als Although outclassed Stanford
mates Sivak a fourth quarter sub- balked every scoring attempt until
stitute rose to dramatic heights the 3rd quarter when the irrepres
eluded enemy tacklers snared a sable Dougherty turned a blocked
forward pass and capped his great kick into a much needed touchperformance
for the afternoon down
with a game- winning touchdown
TRANAVITCH
Outmaneuvered
out- played
Rutgers Halfback A Card of
and
completely out- scored for two quar- Merit goes to this Sophomore
ters N Y TJ thundered to victory streak for his all- around perform
behind the momentum of this All ance It was his first bow as a reg
America prospect
ular and he excelled- an every de
partment ofiithe game His punts
The first group of ten names to and kick- off were impressive His
earn a Card of Merit are listed be- defensive play kept the opposition
low and without further notice
in a hole and when yardage was
they are assured of consideration needed Tranavitch was unfailing
by the All America Board in late
OBRIEN
November Eighty additional names
Texas Christian Quarterback
will follow ten each week based
on the
recommendations
from Facing adverse weather conditions
newspaper writers
coaches and and although his team was defeated
gridiron officials in all parts of the by Ohio States heavy varsity this
country Football fans should fol- quarterback rates All America on
low this weekly rating list as an his first showing of the year With
authentic unerring indication of a dry field and better team- support
the All America lineup for 1937 he looms as a worthy successor to
The board will make its final choice his highly publicized teammate
from the completed list of 90 Sammy Baugh
names
BAKER
Cornell Halfback
One touch
DAVIS
Indiana Fullback Carrying the down doesnt make a season and
major part of his teams assault three touchdowns dont make an
and delivering two touchdowns at All American
but three touch
the conclusion of long down field downs by one player against an inmarches this wide- shouldered 200- spired traditional foe easily earns
pound fullback was the main vng him a Card of Merit Bakers plung
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CHALK

TALK

By Jack Barlow

Kenyon ioot ball followers can well bp proud of the team
that conch Hafeli has put on the field this year The teams
showing by Velsively trouncinr Otterbein 20- 0 and tying
Obeilin 0 has been most enlighlenin
The question arises just why is
0-

Jarrell Late
Of

Vanderbilt
To Coach Tennis

there such a great improvement in
the team this year when it has lost
such leaders as Sted Kirijan and
Taylor It seems to me the main
reason is that it has a new spirit
which is shown by the way the
team has fought every minute of
both games
The line seems to charge better
and the new men May stamm
Thomas Schuler and Jones all capably fill the position of those who
received their diplomas last June
For Simmonetti and Jasper nothing need be said both have been
mainstays of the line for several
seasons
Sammon and Baker are both fast
and gain plenty of territory around
the ends and tackles Olin is probably one of the biggest powerhouses in the Ohio conference and
is the spark plug and captain of
the team Olin punts well and dependably and Elliot blocks and
runs beautifully
The old injury jinx started early this year
consequently Rod
Boren who was the first victim of
the year is out indefinitely with a
brain concussion Rods absence
further weakens the squad as it
leaves only one reserve back
Steve Chubbuck
who blocked
beautifully against Oberlin last
Saturday
The downfall of the team is the
glaring lack of reserves In the line
four positions can be replaced
while in the backfield the fact that
only one back was substituted
shows that the team could stand
replacements
To expect an undefeated team
this year would be asking too much
of Hafli Kutler and Imel One of
the teams toughest games comes
this Saturday against Bethany The
West Virginia outfit has three
strong teams according to Chuck
Imel who scouted them They have
a strong passing attack and if they
are stopped there they have a
powerful running attack using the
Notre Dame system Their line is
very rugged and slightly heavier
than ours and the backfield too
boasts weight
All this means that several of
the Lords will be playing a sixtyminute game against a team that
can send in fresh shock troops at
any time However with a break
in the weather the followers of
the Lords ought to see a brand of
football on Benson field that they
havent witnessed for a long time
The team may pull a big surprise
and win Lets all hope so
Football managers please note
Mud cleats are necessary to prevent a scoreless tie

The appoinment of the new Director of Tennis Mr Randall Jarrell has been announced Jarrell
attended
University
Vanderbilt
where he was a member of the tennis team and also completed two
years of post- graduate work at
that institution Since then he has
been coaching tennis players notably Pearl Lewis 7th ranking tennist in the South last year and
3rd this year
Asked about the prospects of
this years team Mr Jarrell pointed
to the splendid showing of the No
1 player
Don McNeill in his tournaments this summer and especially to the hard match he gave
Baron Von Cramm of Germany
worlds No 2 player from whom he
took a set Among others McNeill
beat Wayne Sabin taken to Europe with the Davis Cup team and
Charles Harris 8th ranking player in the U S last year Mr Jarrell added that McNeill should
rank 11th or 12th among U S
amateurs this year and is a pro
mising Davis Cup player
The team No 2 player Morey
Lewis also enjoyed a highly successful summer winning 7 tournaments in Canada and the South including the Manitoba singles Louisiana State singles Iowa State
singles
and Mississippi Valley
singles He probably will be ranked
as No 1 player of the Missouri
Valley according to Mr Jarrell
George Pryor principally a doubles player and probably the best
on the squad 7u this department
was a consistent winner this summer also winning the Manitoba
doubles with Lewis the MidAtl- antic
doubles and the Minnesota
North Carolina and South Carolina
State Doubles championship
He
was beaten in the finals of the
Manitoba singles by Lewis
although not
Gordon Reeder
competing this summer did very
well earlier in the year and faired
as well as anyone in the Intercollegiate championship The remaining two on the squad Dick
Gradere and Ray Olds also shone
on the courts the former winning
the Central Ohio Singles and
Doubles crowns and the latter advancing far in the Chagrin Valley
Country Club Invitation Tournament
Although stating that the team
will miss the coaching of Mr Lambert Mr Jarrell said that the
team is in fine shape and should
have a very good season Here at
NOTICE
Kenyon we have one of the best
All men interested in the Intraif not the best tennis squads in mural Cross Country run report to
the country
Rudy Cutler at 315 Wednesday on
the athletic field This year any
ing and passing against Penn State number of men may compete The
his scoring punch when needed and run will be scored on the low point
his defensive play throughout the basis The division with the lowgame made him the most import- est number of points will be first
The course is a three mile run
ant player on the field

OLD QUARRY CHAPEL IN CHICAGO

PHOTOGRAPHY SCHEDULE
FOR REVEILLE
Thursday Oct 14th
In the Commons Lounge
Nu Pi Kappa
j 30
All men who received bids must
be present
Reveille Staff
j2 40
signed up for
All men who have appear
work must
Collesian Staff
50
Hika Staff
o
Intramural Board
10
Assembly
Officials
1
Student
g 4 5
Executive Committee
Council
Senior
00
Pan- Hellenic Council
715
Klan
Kenyon
730
All members should bring their
white sweaters
Friday Oct 15th
In the Commons Lounge
Phllomathesian
1230
Dramatic Club
40
iV- 50
Alpha Theta Phi
Flying Club
100
Economics Club
10
Tau Kappa Alpha
120
Polo Club
130

SAFETY SERVICE
GARAGE
Storage Repair Work
Phone 397
Ohio St
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MENS WEAR
120 S Main

Mt Vernon 0

the stage

Vine

PITKINS
PROVISION
STORE
The Best

ling Skull
Saturday Midnight thru Monday
Vine
The Prisoner of Zenda

H
J

t1

I
t

BLACK LABEL
I
T-

rT

in Foods

Small Town Boy

Memorial

Tuesday Vine
That Certain
Woman
Memorial Nobodys Baby
Wednesday Vine That Certain
Woman
Memorial
Outlaws of the
Orient on the screen Bubbling Over on the stage
6

Case

220

CASE

280

STROMS

6

i35- 137
VI l

South Main St
Vernon Ohio

for

55c

Recreation Bowling

for

70c

Alley Welcomes

DREWRVS LAGER BEER IN
Cans 6 For 70c CASE 28
and Largest and Coldest Selection
of Bottle Beer in Mt Vernon Imported and Domestic Wine Mixed
Drinks Ginger Ale 7 Up and Other
Mixers

MYERS SUPPLY CO
Everything for the Party
116 W High St
Mt Vernon
Always Open Until Midnight
Except Sunday

Kenyon Men
GENE VAL DEANS
In Gambier

Sandwiches Lunches
Beer
Open Until

12

oclock

STONES GRILL
The Place
You Get the

HARMERS GROCERY
Ice Cream

Soft Drinks

Cigarettes
Gambler Ohio

Coolest Draught
BEER
in Town
Fine Food Wine Liquor
Come in
Let Us Mix Your Favorite
Drink and Get it Right

It

Pays to Use
the ordinary entitling him to a
Card of Merit and later consideraQuality Products
tion by the All America board MiWe Specialize in
Ducky Welcomes You
Wallpaper
Armstrongs
cover the block Oberlin punted chell kept his teammates pointing Briges
for another score at every stage of
Linoleum
Sherwin- Williams
from behind the goal line to Baker the game and showed good examWestern Window
Paint
who returned to about the thirty ple by his own alertness and a pair
Shades
but no score was made in spite of of touchdowns
Mt Vernon Ohio
214 W High St
the break
Specializing in Kooler
Compliments of
The game was little more than a
Keg Beer
FRED MINNICK
testing ground for the sophomore
Dentist
Duquesne Wooden Shoe
squad Ioanes at end Schuler and
7 E High St
Mt Vernon
Thomas at tackle and Chubbuck at
Phone 163
up
half showed
well The big three
Compliments of
at the center of the line Stamm
THE JACOBS SHOE
Simonetti and May played their
HECKLERS
usua
steady game All three
REPAIR SHOP
2 DRUG 2
played excellent defensive games
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT
STORES
always a mainstay
Simonetti
INSURANCE CORP
SOHIO SERVICE
West Side Square
stayed the length of the game
115 S Main St
while Stamm and May remained
STATION
MT VERNONS LEADING
for all but a small part of the last
DRUG STORES
quarter
Baker
substituted
for
I
Boren who was injured in the first
play of the game played an excelI
lent offensive game being the backThree Chairs
field man who is never written
7 E Gambier Street
Mt Vernon Ohio
about namely the excellent blockiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiinijiiiiiHtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiriiNijijutiiiuZiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiirf
er His smart and timely blocks reWe Buy Books Shoes
sulted in many a gain for Kenyon
lllllllllIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllilltllllli1lillMt
and Clothes
Aerial work was prohibited by
I
the wet weather and even punts
Watches
Guns
poor
I J II STEVENS
were
DEALERS IN
many just getting away
and
A A TOPP
due to the slipperiness of the ball
1
Anything of Value
i
Everything in Hardware
Kenyon won on first downs makKADETTE RADIOS
to
995
M995
35 E Gambier St
Phone 308
ing 6 to Oberlins 4
1
Mt Vernon Ohio
307 S Main St
I
Mt Vernon Ohio
UtMillllWllUil111i

century
many Bexleyites
gained
ever
Publicized widely the chapel has preaching experience at Quarry

The Colonial

MUD AND WATER
HOLD KENYON TO

TIE WITH OBERLIN
water a

strong Kenyon team Saturday withheld for four quarters the assault
of a highly touted Oberlin eleven
leaving no doubt in the minds of
Kenyon fans that if the game had
been played on a dry field the outcome would have been more in
favor of the Purple Battling to a
0 tie both teams pushed the pigskin all over the field but to no
6eeming avail Several times the
Purple were in scoring position
but reverse breaks due mostly to
playing conditions prevented a
score from being made Oberlin
never once threatened the home
goal during the game
The most exciting break of the
game came in the third quarter
when Stamm center blocked Oberlins kick on the 1 yard line Unfortunately the ball bounced off
his chest and he was unable to re
0-

on

1938

Behind
the
Mike
Men Are Not Gods
Memorial
on the screen
Hilarities of
1S3S
on the stage
Vine
Friday and Saturday
Over The Goal and Make
A Wish
Memorial
Riders Of Whist-

Long a rendezvous for hiking and attracted many visitors Practical- Historian George Smythe one time
riding Kenyonites lonely old Quar- ly unthought of by Kenyonites rector of Harcourt Parish and
of Kenyon College served
ry Chapel during the past summer Quarry and its contents are now Chaplain
handful of worshippers
the
last
creaoriginal
was stripped of all its interior fur- being hailed as an
gathered
In later days the
who
nishings Pews altar pulpit lec- tion of early pioneer farmers of
unfortunately
little
was
building
tern and sedelia were all carefully central Ohio One reason for curicow
occasional
an
to
but
see
strange
mechanical
up
is
the
and trundled osity
removed packed
graveyard
old
in
munching
its
off to Chicago In charge of this novelty in the backs of the pews
of the furniture
project was one Leland Danforth which makes the seats reversible Since the removal
specially selected members
20 now rector of an Episcopal much as those found in railway sixteen
of the class of 41 have been taken
parish in Kenilworth Illinois To day coaches
special
Quarry Chapel once served the to the Chapel grounds for
Bishop George Craig Stewarts Dioreliespecially
on
not
instruction
cesan House went mover Danforth religious needs of many farming
subjects
gious
countrysurrounding
with his carload of church furni- folk in the
The picture accompanying this
ture There Bishop Stewart had set side With the coming of good
shows the new Chapel in
article
transportaaside a room as a chapel Into this roads and cheap easy
room were put Quarry Chapels tion there was little need for a the headquarters of the Diocese of
pews and chancel equipment some chapel so nearby Those who had Chicago
of its stained glass Not in its din- attended the Episcopal services in
MICHELL
gy gray and off- color stain but in this cozy church began to realize
Amherst Halfback Proving himspotless white all the furniture their religious heritage was in
took on what most people assume many cases of another faith Their self a fine leader and a brilliant inwas the appearance
of most Fords took them to Mt Vernon dividual performer observers rated
this Amherst captain well above
howchurches of the early nineteenth Before final abandonment

In a sea of mud and

Madame X
Vine
Men Are Not Gods
Memorial
on the screen
Hilarities of

Thursday
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Restaurant

The Frank E
Kirby Co

Strohs

The Peoples Bank

STAR SHOE
SHOP

ITPAY foXooKWELL

DRAPERS BARBER SHOP

BENNETT HARDWARE CO
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KENYON COLLEGIAN

Fraternities Pledge 82

FIFTEEN MEN OUT
FOR VARSITY DEBATE

Fraternity rushing is for the
most part completed The eight fra-

Fifteen men turned out for the
ternities on the Hill have pledged
first Varsity debate meeting held eighty- two men from the entering
Monday night It was the largest class The names of men and the
group turnout since the beginning fraternities they pledged follows
of Inter- collegiate debating at KenPSI UPSILON
yon three years ago Dr John W
Eugene Malcolm Anderson Jr
Ulack
Professor of the DepartRobert MacLeau Arens
ment of Speech stated that all of
Laurence Howard Brink Jr
Thomas Edward Carlson
the men would be kept busy deWilliam Dewellyn Davis III
bating different schools in the
Albert O Goodale Jr
Ohio league
William Howard Graham
Active work will begin next
James Grant Hunter
Resolved
week on the question
Charles William Inman
That the Closed Shop should be
Robert Mills
John North Tehan
adopted throughout American InHarold
AVilder Jr
dustry The question is of current
importance in view of the labor
ALPHA PI TAU
activities throughout the country
Delbert Foster Blount
The question becomes a compliWayne Howard Borges
Howard Gage Hall Jr
cated one when the possibilities of
Robert Emerson Hird
the open union and the closed unKing Sees
ion are considered
John Alexander Dunbar Joseph
Dr Black further stated that
men who were not able to get to McBim
Hedley John Stacey
the first meeting and who are inEdward Charles Svec
terested in debating the question
Richard Stanley Warman
should see him as soon as possible
Richard John Wilson Jr
Among those trying out for the
team are four veteran varsity men
ALPHA DELTA PHI
J H Tappan T S Matthews F
John H Cavender Jr
H Boyer all with two years experEarle Adare Channer Jr
ience behind them and M II
Edwin Deubil Clarke
Lytle a veteran of last year N
Edward St Claire Clements
W Jones J P Reed D L Miller
John Allison Dickson
on
W
G
the
debated
Devoe
and
Frank Hocevar
Freshman team D W McNeill L
Morris Wooten Loving Jr
G Bell N C Smith R C Olin H
Burdette Mast
R Lawrence W L Bartlett and
E D Shaffer are all new men in
SIGMA PI
debate but all have had forensic
Charles James Carson
experience
Kemp Catlett Christian Jr
Carl Edgar Crawford
MASS PRODUCTION
David Mowry Douglass
IN THE COMMONS
Arthur Vincent Dusenberry
James Bruce Guinan
Ninety gallons of milk daily one
Robert Conn Schaefer
hundred and thirty- five pounds of
George Drake Scudder II
William Jack Voght
meat per meal potatoes and vegeEdwin Voorhees Williams
tables by the bushel Last year we
ate a car load of potatoes
DELTA KAPPA EPSILON
This is just a rough sample of
Samuel Ralston Curtis Jr
what the kitchen staff of the ComGeorge Towle Dytle
mons has to prepare daily for
Kenneth Burnham Ray
Charles Chase Small
some nine hundred meals This
Hoffman Stevens
Richard
year the number of persons served
Sydney Dryren Vinnedge Jr
is expected to be the highest in
Milo Joseph Warner Jr
the history of the school
A crew of thirty employees is rePHI KAPPA SIGMA
quired to run the Commons There
Frederick John Hancock
are twenty- eight student waiters
James Gatewood Jenkins
a chef his assistant a pastry chef
John Arthur Lindberg Jr
and three dish washers
Robert Carl Manning
Roger Gormer Bovie Morgan
Its no use trying to figure out
what we are going to have for the
Charles Rollin Seibold
next meal for the menus are made
Victor Virgil Ventolo
up two weeks in advance and
George MacFarlane Wendel
checked over to see that no two
BETA THETA PI
meals or combinations ever come
together The same meals very selGeorge William Allaman
dom occur twice in a month
Charles Patrick Anion
Th favorite desert is ice cream
Charles Cockle Bowen
with apple pie running a close secJohn Dakin Huggins
ond According to information diHarry Shell Kindle Jr
rect from the kitchen there is no
Robert Edgar Moore
one meal that is a favorite but at
Robert William Pringle
Sunday morning breakfast panWilliam A Spurgeon
cakes are in the most demand
Lewis Frederick Treleaven
If you like to exert your superiSidney Howard Watts
ority over the human race by preHenry E Wilkinson Jr
dicting the future this may help
you in calling the desserts On SunDELTA TAU DELTA
day we usually have ice cream afRobert Frank Browning
ter a heavy meal there is always a
Frederic D Eberle Jr
light desert custard or something
Jackson Gordon Flowers
similar Pie can only be expected
Thomas Robinson Huff
after a light lunch
Clarence William Justice
Do you have a favorite meal If
Le Roy Alfred Listug Jr
so you can request it Go to Mrs
Frank Gordon Love II
Trainer the beau of the Commons
Ralph Ransom Maccracken Jr
and tell her what it is We cant
John Andrew Mallett
promise results but it doesnt cost
James Beverley McPherson Jr
anything to trv
William Clinton Seitz Jr

best
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THE MAN AT THE STORE
WHERE WE BOUGHT PRINCE
ALBERT SAY THE NO- BITE
PROCESS TAKES OUT

HARSHNESS AND THE
CRIMP CUT MAIZES IT
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SHARPS FLOWER STORE
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Phone 895
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Your Fall Needs

Shop at

Knox Countys Greatest Store
A COMPLETE

vit

f

in Shirls Hose
Neckwear Pajamas
and Underwear

1

I

200 S Main St
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DEPARTMENT STORE

CATERING TO YOUR NEEDS

The DOWDS- RUDIN Co
211 S

Main Street

MT VERNON

White Store
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The Red
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Toasted Sandwiches

Lunches
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Francis

Surlas
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SAY IT WITH FLOWERS

RESTAURANT
Breakfast
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Soda

Candles
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JAMMARONS

FULL

BITE PROCESSED

J Reynold Tobcco Co
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Richard Grandin Shepherd
William Anderson Skinner
Jack Wilson Welty
Edward Everett Worthington

NO-

Salem North Carolina

Winston

m

WST111

ITS

dont find it the mellowest tastiest pipe tobacco you
ever smoked return the pocket tin with the rest of the
tobacco in it to us at any time within a month from this
dateandwewillrefundfullpurchasepricepluspostage
Signed R J Reynolds Tobacco Company
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TASTING TOBACCO
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For Groceries

The Kampus Kooler
For Refreshments
GEORGE ROWLEY

Knox Countys
One-

Most Complete
Stop Service Station

Firestone Tires Batteries
Brake Service
Lubrication Washing
Ignition Service

Barton

Davy

Inc
Next to Post Office
Bit Vernon O

Phone 1280

FINEST DRINKS

FINEST FOOD

DAN EMMETT GRILL

1

I

S

I

HOTEL CURTIS
THE BEST IN MIXED DRINKS
CocktaU Hour 430 to 600 All Cocktails
Grace Matthias Mgr

20c
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R V HEADINGTON
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SUPER SERVICE STATION

I

LUBRICATION SERVICE

1

TIRE REPAIRING
Hot Water Healers Fog Lights Defrosting Fans
Linco Batteries
Goodrich Tires and Tubes
Linco Tires and Tubes
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morning good morning
why
new day is I ley
Miki Saaay you louk like

lood
llo

h-

the firrli furnace in Black Fury
Whats the matter a hangover
It is ay Well have some bacon
and tlu- ll with your head You
poihon
know a counter irritant
Now whats the
for poison stuff
Dont like it huh Well
matter
so loud Some stupid
gripe
dont
freshman might think you mean it
The baLet them gag and learn
cons cold and greasy is it Well
so are sewer pipes You ought to
he glad they dont serve them
I see you
have your eye on the
Oh
toast Do you want some
you were just trying to figure out
what it was Well what did you
You
think it was Shoe leather
You
did unh Well dunk it
say you dont want any anyhow
Its a good thing we have eggs this
morning or youd starve The eggs
What
are usually fairly good
No they wouldnt use powder for
scrambled eggs way out here in the
Why on
country Thats foolish
Oil now you want me
our farm
to get in college All right skip
Okeh
the farm But I still
okeh And
eat the eggs if you
Youre leaving
dont want to
We
heres a turns for dessert

dnt

F
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Ill line up
Camels

says

1007c with
V F Gut

f

mealtimes and afterward
gives me a mighty swell
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Continued from Page 1
proximation of the Elizabethan
stage just as was done in its New
Lower and upYork presentation
per levels of a severely simple
stage will be used The greatest
changes in mood will be obtained
through a cleverly arranged lighting system
Rehearsals which began September 27 will continue daily until the
same date in this month when the
play is given The action of the
play is unusual in that it goes
interest
beginbackward chronologically
INAUGURATION
ning with a scene in London in
1929 and carrying the action back
Continued from Page 1
through an African scene in 1927
Research Foundation This is a sci- and finally to Cuba in 1900
all undergraduates
entific institution located on the
Admission
campus of Swarthmore college Al- will be free so it is advised that
though the two institutions are you plan now to reserve the evening of October 27 for what promclosely associated there is no defiises to be an extremely interesting
nite connection between them Dr drama
Swann is an outstanding physicist
STRIP- TEASE
of the Bartol Research Foundation
and was not chosen through any
Continued from Page 1
association with Swarthmore coland as the bottoms wear they are
lege
Another speaker of the day will replaced until finally many of the
be Dr J M Stifler a clergyman
cans become very squat and pecuHe is a personal friend of Dr Chal- liar looking
mers and is outstanding because
Alice will arrive at the National
of his position as Secretary of the Dairy Show on Saturday and be on
University of Chicago
exhibit throughout the week
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long record as a Camel
smoker Ive smoked them for
Bill Tilden states
many years
Heres one big point about Camels theyre the cigarette that Ive
found doesnt upset my nerves
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So many girls at college
smoke Camelssays Miss Josephine ONeill co- ed Mental
work often affects digestion
I find Camels make food seem
twice as good
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smokings a steady pleasure

I have a
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Camels went round the world

Camels go big out our
way says Charlie Belden
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YELLOW JACK

books even more fascinating than
those in the stack room Many of
these books are too fragile to be
circulated Some date to the seventeenth century and many to the
eighteenth All are too valuable to
be kept in the stacks but may be
looked at in the library on request
Although thoughts of the library
are generally connected with hours
of drudgery over long reading assignments there are opportunities
of spending pleasant hours there
in surroundings that are comfortable and among books of great

Continued from Page 1
Dr John W Black professor of
made for the back of the book and
speech announced a meeting of all
a plate for the front stating the
freshmen interested in a freshman
debating team The meeting will name of the donor or the fund
take place at 700 p m on Tues- through which the book was purday October 19 at Xu Pi Kappa chased After the call numbers are
Hall
put on the backbone the book is
It has been decided that the subshellacked
ject for this years freshman deThis procedure is followed for
bate wil be Resolved That the Naevery
book acquired by the library
shall
Board
Relations
tional Labor
settle disputes between capital and before it is numbered and entered
labor It is hoped that because of in the accession book
the vital and contemporary subject
Periodicals and trade journals
to be debated and the fact that a are all stamped and checked off
position on this years freshman cards before they are put in the
team means a better chance for a reading room
Newspapers are
place on the varsity team that a treated in a like manner before
large number of freshmen will turn they are put on the reading racks
out for this meeting An added inNo student can fail to find the licentive to become a member of the brary interesting if he looks about
freshman debating team is the se- him there Through the efficiency
ries of interesting trips to be taken of Miss Hickin and Mr Ferguson
by the group They will visit Kent and the
interest of alumni there
Denison
Wesleyan Capital and has been collected a wealth of maWittenberg
terial pertaining to Kenyon College its founders and its products
NOTICE
Alpha Delta Phi announces that Interesting new material for the
it has abolished Hell- week With locker in which Kenyon papers
the action by this group the total and pamphlets are kept is being
of fraternities that have done away received constantly at the library
with this form of pledge hazing is and it is filed systematically so
brought to four Those fraternities that it is easy to find In the card
which have previously taken action catalogue is even a note on the
in favor of saner probation pe- origin of the ivy on the chapel
riods are Sigma Pi Beta Theta Tosse Hall and the library
In
Pi and Phi Kappa Sigma
the basement lockers are
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The famous parachute

jumper Joe Crane
says
Ive smoked
enough Camels to
prove that they dont
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Camels are a matchless
blei d of finer MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
Turkish and Domestic SkUlful blending brings out the full flavor of these choice tobaccos
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THE CAMEL CARAVAN
now on the air with a full- hour show
Includes Jack Oakic CoIIcbc and Benny
Goodmans
Swing School
Sixty fast minutes of grand fun and
music Every Tuesday night at 930 pm EST
pm
CST 730 pm MST 630 pm PST WABC-830CBS
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